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4 X Sideline Block  
Die-Cut & Pre-Folded Cardboard

4 X Corner Block  
Die-Cut & Pre-Folded Cardboard

4 X Section Block  
Die-Cut & Pre-Folded Cardboard

2 X Scoreboard Block  
Die-Cut & Pre-Folded Cardboard

PARTS LIST - BOX CONTENTS
Tudor Stadium
General Folding Instructions

1. Fully bend creases backward and forward to loosen for easier assembly.

2. Review what the final Block will look like. Knowing what the finished Block will be will help you with each fold.

3. Start by locating the outside panel of the Block and then fold the top down while at the same time bringing over the side or sides. The top will weave together with the sides until the front panel tucks into the side panels.

4. As you fold and assemble the flat sheets to form the final Blocks it is important to keep in mind that the tabs and flaps will weave together and will be hidden inside the final Block. The outside faces are printed and the inside of the Block is brown.

5. If a tab is difficult to insert try using a coin or other thin flat object to help the tab into the slot.

6. Folding the Blocks does take some time and patience. The first Block will be the most difficult. After you successfully assemble one Block the others will be easier.
A.3 Exploded View

Stadium Surround for 24" x 13" games

A.3 Assembled View

Stadium Surround for 24" x 13" games
**Note 1:** To fasten stadium blocks together, we recommend using binder or paper clips along the bottom edges.

**Note 2:** Use (2) Corner Blocks to support the upper stadium level.
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